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Some things grow in value. Cheese, wine, violins, and family photographs.
Especially family photographs.
You can never get this moment back. This moment is about your journey
to be who you will be tomorrow. Who your children will be. What they will
see when they look back.
Let’s make it mean something, shall we?
I am Lianna Nielsen, a family photographer based in the beautiful Kāpiti
Coast (travelling to places north and south, not west or east because you
can’t) and Auckland. And other bits of New Zealand and even Australia
sometimes.
Hang out with me here for a bit. What would be the best way to tell your family’s story?
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This is our process. This allows us to custom-build you an experience that is perfect for your family.

Planning Consultation

We meet to discuss your ideas, your family and
what you want from your session.

Photography Session

You relax, focus on your family and enjoy the
experience, while I do all the hard work!

Image Optimisation &
Artwork Design

I select the best photos from your session and make them
amazing. I also prepare wall gallery and album designs for you.

Viewing Consultation

You get to see your photos, relive the moments, and choose your preferred artworks.

Your session fee includes*:
•

Planning your session. This includes a complimentary meeting on the phone or in
person if you wish.

•

My time and talent on the day of making your photos, and afterwards to select
and edit the best images. No mean feat, I might add.

•

A personalised image reveal and consultation to choose how you would like to
enjoy your memories for years to come.

•

All the love and care I can muster.

*The session fee does not include artwork or digital files. Payment of the session fee confirms your booking, and it is non-refundable.

What will happen during my session?
I offer two types of sessions. No matter what family memories you
want to capture (family, newborn, extended family, engagement,

birthday party), they can include either or a mixture of:
Unscripted life: The photographer is part of the family, just there
to capture your real, honest and beautiful life as it happens—raw,
funny, frustrating and joyous. Hate posing? Pick this.
Connected moments: The photographer directs the session.
Where you will stand (or sit, or lie), and prompts the interaction
between you, your loved ones, and the camera. The photos will be
natural and authentic, and focus on the relationships and
personalities.
When we plan your session, we will decide how we will structure it
to make it perfect for your family.

1 hour

195

3 hours

295

Half day (6 hours)

590

Full day (~12 hours)

1180

Add on mini session* (30-45 minutes)

100

*Available at selected locations when a full session has been purchased in the
previous 12 months.

Subject to standard Terms and Conditions. Black Sand Studio reserves the right to change pricing and details without notice.
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Choosing how you want to preserve those precious memories can be a big decision! Do you want an album to add to your
coffee table collection, or perhaps a gallery of prints to fill that wall in your living area? Do you want some small prints or
gifts to share with your extended family or friends, or are you most interested in digital images to use in that project you’ve
been working on in the back of your mind? Whatever you’re looking for, I’m sure I’ve got an option that will work for you —
either from one of our value-packed Studio Collection packages or by mixing-and-matching artworks ‘à la carte ’.

Studio Collections

À la carte

There are four collections available, catering for a variety
of tastes and all representing super-awesome value for

For the ultimate flexibility, pick and choose your own
combinations from the full range of Wall Art, Wall

money. These collections all include combinations of

Gallery, Album, Gift Print and Digital artworks. Spend as

both printed and digital artworks.

much or as little as you want!

The best things in life are sometimes free, but at other times they need a bit of investment. I have some flexible payment
options, which can make things a little easier.

Session Fee — You can choose to pay this up-front or at any pace you wish; however payment for the full
amount is required before the photography session can be confirmed.

Artwork Purchases

1. Up-front, In Full

2. Payment Plan

Full payment for artworks can be made up-front
during your ordering appointment. Your artworks will

Pay off your artwork for up to a year, with the first 6
months interest free. We can set this up for you

be ordered from our lab on receipt of this payment.

during your ordering appointment.

Subject to standard Terms and Conditions. Black Sand Studio reserves the right to change pricing and details without notice.
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To take the image that most evokes the love and pride you cherish about your family and put it somewhere where you will
see it every single day: to remind your family that they are important, your children that they are precious and worthy to be
displayed… through artwork to beautify your home. We offer four ready-to-hang styles:

Gallery-Wrapped Canvas:
Pure and artistic. A fade resistant print on premium canvas, wrapped around
a high quality frame and painted with a UV and scuff resistant varnish.

Classic Frame:
Timeless and elegant. A silver-halide lustre print preserved behind museum
quality plexi-glass, bordered by a white, brown or black frame and thick
matting.

Float Frame:
Unique and creative. A silver-halide lustre print mounted on a solid block,
standing out from a linen background and framed in white, brown or black.

We have a range of sizes available
depending on your wall space. Our custom
software will allow us to design your artwork
directly on to your own walls.

Petite
Sizes up to 11”x14” (28 x 35 cm)

490

Feature
Sizes up to 16”x20” (41 x 51 cm)

790

Statement
Sizes up to 20”x30” (51 x 76 cm)

990

Grande
Sizes up to 24”x36” (61 x 91 cm)

1290

Gift prints
Loose or mounted on board for durability and the option to display without a frame, or with a beautiful classic mat.
Mini up to 8”x10” (20 x 25 cm)

150 (loose or mounted) / 200 (matted)

Petite up to 11”x14” (28 x 35 cm)

200 (loose or mounted) / 250 (matted)

Mini Print Stand 12 x double-sided 6”x8” (15 x 20
cm) prints with a beautiful wooden stand
690

Subject to standard Terms and Conditions. Black Sand Studio reserves the right to change pricing and details without notice.
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A mini memoir for your walls, exuding the feelings that characterise the relationships and connections of your own special
family. Two or more interlocking pieces that adorn your home in an impressive display.

Float Frame Gallery:
One frame, your story. Choose three to nine
images to display on solid panels, on a beautiful linen
backing.

Canvas Gallery:
Simple splendour. Let the art tell your story in a collection
of vivid canvas prints.

We have a range of sizes
available depending on your wall
space. Our custom software will
allow us to design your artwork
directly on to your own walls.
Prices for the Canvas Galleries
are finalised specific to your
preferred arrangement

Float Frame Gallery
Tale (3 or 4 images, 12”x36” / 30 x 91 cm) or 20”x20” / 51 x 51 cm)
Story (6 images, 24”x36” / 61 x 91 cm)
Epic (9 images, 30”x30” / 76 x 76 cm)

1490
1890
2290

Canvas Gallery
Story (Compact)
Tale (Mid-sized)
Memoir (Large)
Epic (Extra large)

990
1590
1890
2290

Framed Collage
Feature (up to 16x20; up to 6 images)
Statement (up to 33x23; up to 11 images)
Grande (up to 40x30; up to 20 images)

990
1590
1890

Subject to standard Terms and Conditions. Black Sand Studio reserves the right to change pricing and details without notice.
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To tell a whole story… all the little nuances and emotions, to turn pages and trace the lines with your fingers; a shared experience for you and your loved ones. A family treasure to pass down the generations.
Deep rich colours on thick photo paper stand out from spreads that lay
flat, allowing for a seamless viewing experience.

Display the story of your family in a luxurious but durable keepsake. A
coating on each page protects the rigid pages, allowing you to have confidence
in allowing all ages to browse these precious memories again and again.

Albums have a range of sizes and cover types available,
plus you can add pages to fit in all of your favourite shots.
Base prices are shown here, and optional upgrades are
available.
* Note that the Gift Album price is discounted by 10% when
any other Wall Art, Wall Gallery or Book/Album products
are purchased.

Albums
Gift (hard cover, 6x8 inches with 20 layflat pages, 1 photo/page)
Classic (hard cover, 8x11 inches with 20 layflat pages, ~1.5 photos/page)
Deluxe (classic with one upgrade, options below)
Premium (classic with two upgrades, options below)

…Additional upgrades are 250 each

790*
990
1290
1540

Upgrade options…
Dress up, scale up, accessorise, personalise. It’s all about what makes the album exactly what you want it to be.

Hard Cover: Display treasured memories of your
family on the front and back of a traditional
hard bound cover. This beautiful quality cover is
standard for our albums.

Extra Pages: Since when could your whole story be
told in just 20 pages? Add double the details with
additional pages! (One upgrade = extra 20 pages)

Leather Cover: Sumptuous leather breathes luxury,
and an optional window cut into the cover can hint of
the beauty beneath. (One upgrade)

Larger Size: Sometimes bigger is just better,
especially when it comes to photographs! Upsize to a
11x14 inch album for bigger impact. (One upgrade)

Crystal Cover: Wall art and album in one… your
favourite photo beneath precision-cut glass on the
cover, while the book tells the rest of the story.
Leather backing completes the opulence. (Two

Personalisation: A picture is worth a thousand
words, but sometimes you need words too (or
drawings). Include your personal touch—a letter,
funny quotes, special drawings or notes to each other.

upgrades)

(One upgrade; includes 4 extra pages)

Subject to standard Terms and Conditions. Black Sand Studio reserves the right to change pricing and details without notice.
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It takes a village, even in our modern world! Create some beautiful gifts for the biggest fans of your family so they can be
reminded daily of your love for them and each other—no matter how close or far they may live.
Gift Prints:

Print Stand Collections:

Vivid and clear: Choose from high
quality prints mounted on a thick
substrate for durability , or prints
with a beautiful matte framing the
perfection of your family.

Too hard to choose? Display a
different image every day! Six
double sided mounted prints
(twelve images in all) that all fit in
a solid wood block.

Gift Book:

Greeting Cards:

The same quality and luxurious
experience as a larger photo book,
on a smaller scale. Perfect for gifts
for your extended family or even
for your child’s bookshelf.

Send your love to friends and
family far and near. A special and
personal way to share an occasion,
announcement, a milestone, or
just to say “we are thinking of you”.

All gift and card products are discounted
by 10% when purchased with any Wall Art,
Wall Gallery or Book/Album products.

Photo Gifts
Loose or mounted gift print, from 8”x10” (20 x 25 cm)
Matted gift print, from 8”x10” (20 x 25 cm)
Mini print stand, with 6 double-sided 6”x8” prints
Gift album, 6”x8” (15 x 20 cm), hard cover, with 20 lay-flat pages

From 150
From 180
690
790

Greeting Cards
20 cards
50 cards
100 cards

150
200
250

Freedom to recreate:

The ultimate flexibility. The joy of sharing with loved ones far and
near through the wonder of the digital world. And for those who
have the time and creative urge… the freedom to create your own
projects and prints.

These images can be printed to large sizes.

1 x selected high resolution image
6 x selected high resolution images
10 x selected high resolution images
20 x selected high resolution images
The full set of high resolution images

360
790
990
1590
1990

Online sharing:
The full set of social media files

990

* Digital images from a mini session are available at 60% off the
listed price.
Subject to standard Terms and Conditions. Black Sand Studio reserves the right to change pricing and details without notice.
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If you know where to look, you can find precious minerals and gems in black sand. A gemstone is ‘beautiful, durable and
rare’. When we capture the beauty of your family as it is today, it has the highest rarity value: next week, time will have

blown like the wind and your family will be subtly different.
We feel it is important that the rare beauty of these memories are preserved in a way that that you can enjoy them and keep
them through the shifting sands of the years to come. Here, you can collect treasures at the best possible value.
Pounamu - the premium collection

Gold - the all-rounder

2890 (save 2230 on the total value)
...or only $57 per week on 12-mth payment plan

2090 (save 1880 on the total value)
...or only $43 per week on 12-mth payment plan

Includes...
Wall gallery: A Tale for your wall
Premium album
All high resolution digital files
Slideshow of your story
Custom app of your favourite images
+ 25% off any additional items

5620+ value!
1590 value
1540 value
1990 value
500 value

*Add on gallery upgrade to epic for only
700 (or only an extra $15 per week)

Includes...
Feature size wall art (up to 16x20)
Deluxe album
20 high resolution digital images
Slideshow of your story
Custom app of your favourite images
+ 20% off any additional items

4170+ value!
790 value
1290 value
1590 value
500 value

* Add on all digital images for only 400
(or only an extra $8 per week)

Garnet - the digital-plus

Jasper - the essentials

1490 (save 490 on the total value)
...or only $31 per week on 12-mth payment plan

990 (save 210 on the total value)
...or only $21 per week on 12-mth payment plan

Includes...
Classic album
10 high resolution digital images
Custom app of your favourite images
+ 15% off any additional items
* Add on all digital images for only 600
(or only an extra $12 per week)

1980+ value!
990 value
990 value

Includes...
Mini print stand
8x10 loose or mounted print
1 digital image
+ 10% off any additional items

1200 value!
690 value
150 value
360

*Add on 5 digitals for only 400
(or only an extra $8 per week)

Subject to standard Terms and Conditions. Black Sand Studio reserves the right to change pricing and details without notice.

